NEA UniServ Pre-Employment Development Program

ANNOUNCING 2011 PROGRAM

NEA is seeking potential eligible candidates for the 2011 UniServ Pre-Employment Development Program.

Individuals must successfully complete a 16-day summer training program and at least 20 days field experience working with their state mentor as a local UniServ Director.

Requirements:
1. Active NEA member for at least one year directly prior to applying for the program.
2. Willingness to resign all association positions at the local, state, and/or national levels.
3. Be recommended as a candidate by current state affiliate.

Beginning December 1, 2010, an application packet along with basic instructions will be emailed to all state UniServ managers and coordinators. The deadline for applications from state affiliates is February 11, 2011.

Contact Willie Cook at wcook@nea.org or at (202) 822-7152, for further information.

December 1, 2010: Applications will be available in your state. Applicants’ deadline for returning Applicant Profile to state affiliate is determined at the state level. Contact your state UniServ Manager to find out your state’s deadline date.

February 11, 2011: Original signed Applicant Profile and completed Mentor Assignment Profile due to NEA. Faxed copies will not be accepted.

April 18-22, 2011: Interviews conducted by NEA. (Interview dates may fluctuate slightly.)

May 2011: Notification of candidates selected to participate in training.

July 12-27, 2011: UPDP participants training conducted in Washington, DC area. Mentor training included as part of program.